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About This Game

The world is full of adventure, just not in your little hometown Tellville. A career in the erotic showbiz is obviously the best way
out of there. So sign up for ridiculously funny missions and conquer the blue movie Olympus! Big Bang Empire casts a

humorous glance at one of mankind’s favorite pastimes and the business that surrounds it. Create your individual adult movie
star, improve your skills, collect sexy items, team up with fellow stars in a studio and show everybody else who's boss! (But

don't show it to your boss)

Features:

 Humorous comic style

 Individual character creation

 Funny missions

 PvP against other stars

 GvG against other studios

 Sexy outfits and accessoires
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Title: Big Bang Empire
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Playata GmbH
Publisher:
European Games Group AG
Release Date: 23 Aug, 2016
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The graphics are nothing to look at but thankfully the gameplay makes up for it!. Game seems fine
Although I know it is a beta
-German Grenades dont have a pin on top to pull but I get it
-Whacky FPS recocking
-Crashed when I swam
-Not a lot of players
-Cant prone for some reason
BUTT BUTTTTTT It is a nice game , I hope it gets out of beta soon and finds bigger player base
I wont refund ,because I hope that a lot of others will join
Please continue ,I see a great potenial in this game. It's like Meat Boy except the devs were probably smoking some heavy
doobies when writing it.. Who knew? You login to Baphomet's facebook with flies!
Really though, this game is deeply disturbing, thought provoking, funny, sad, profound and pretty damn creepy. A unique idea
done in a great style.. Looks for Multi-Player games on Steam
Finds this
Finds it doesn't yet have Multiplayer despite the tags & description. How exactly do you use this DLC? I cant find it under
building themes, so does it just grow under default? How do I even know if it is in my game?
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One of the best games from an indie developer I've ever seen. Would recommend!. This DLC didn't work, so how do i get my
money back.. A really fun game! Protect the little guys, upgrade their settlement and upgrade the big guy! Not very long, but its
free!. This isn't the greatest interactive fiction I have ever read, feel free to skip to the end to avoid my rambling. There was a
ton of exposition, world building and background info that you had to read through that slowed down the story and I got bored
reading through, on the plus size it did remind me of being in school (lol). I find with fantasy worlds like this you kind of need
all that background information because it's not our world but it broke immersion for me sometimes.
I would have liked more time exploring the bond with your Dragon and more time with each of the characters, especially for
just friend stuff. I found with one of the character if you don't side with them from the start they treat you like your this evil
untrustworthy person later on even if you haven't been playing that way, which was weird for me.
There are also still some bugs. The only one I found were in Dragon 101 the notes you can collect didn't show up so keep that in
mind, there is a test.
I liked the different personality on the Dragons. I think my Favourite is Blue, but they are all pretty likeable. I also enjoyed the
character in the story. I think that they were cliche for this genre but I don't care about Cliches if they are likeable and I liked all
of them, even the rival to an extent.
I also enjoyed the end tournament section. I chose Puzzle key and I have a really good time. Though as a side note this is the
only time in one of these games I wished for a save function in these games. I know that none of them have it but damn.
I also enjoyed the MC. Again a bit of a cliche but I found them likeable and that they had enough custamizability to keep me
interested through multiple play throughs.
The last thing is the overall story. It has a very familiar star wars with dragon feel for me. It's not a replication but there were
some similar story elements. It also reminded me of Eragon to an extent. That being said, I love both of those things so it works
for me

All in all, I enjoyed myself, which is the most important thing for me when I play these games. I don't think it's perfect and
there are other choice of games that are probably better written like the Wayhaven chronicles or Fallen Hero: Rebirth. This one
was still pretty fun. I really enjoy Dragon Riders, I think that bond is really interesting and I will likely read this again, I have it
both on my phone and on Steam (I tend to play on my phone more often) I am excited for part two, the epilogue left on a pretty
decent cliffhanger and I look forward to the rest of the series.. This game is BAD. It doesn't even have a way to exit game so
you will need to use task manager to close it. The graphics are blurry and that might be by design. You can level up things like
health and stamina but it doesn't have an inventory or skills page to check your progress. You can't save game, when you die
your only option is to start a new game.

Patch notes 2019-04-30:
The following changes were deployed today (2019-04-30):
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
New Features
Message System
• The message system has been completely reworked.
• From now on, the system is split up into system messages, conversations with other players, vouchers and battery requests.

System Messages
• In the tab for system messages you can now see all personal messages from Big Bang Empire and item credits from Wanda's
Secret Store.

Conversations
• Conversations are now visualized as a message stream.
• In the tab for conversations you can now see all communications with other players that has previously been processed through
the messaging system. You can start conversations with one or multiple players here.
• Messages can be sent using the "Send Message" button or using CTRL+ENTER.
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Vouchers
• In the tab for vouchers you can see all currently redeemable vouchers you have gotten in the game.

New items for future events and specials have been added:
• We've added 17 new items for female characters, which can be obtained during special events.
• We've added 17 new items for male characters, which can be obtained during special events.

Maintenance
General
• The server DE1 was missing in the Ranking Lists on German servers. This has been fixed via hotfix.
• International servers can now be accessed through the server list on the landing page.
• Mobile: You can now choose the language before creating a character on International Servers. When you log in, the language
will now be set to the correct language of the character.
• Several smaller issues have been fixed.

Best,
Your Big Bang Empire Team. Can’t wait until xmas is finally here? We’ve got you covered!:

In our big holiday event from Dec. 18th to Dec. 27th, you’re hosting your very own Christmas party. Fulfill exciting event tasks
to keep your guests entertained and earn exclusive rewards! As a cherry on top, there’s a special xmas movie set available. Shoot
the hottest 3 star xmas movie ever and claim even more exclusive and festive rewards!

From Dec. 22nd to Dec. 26th, we’ve got some seriously hot seasonal offers for you in stock. Stop by the Diamond shop and
check out our amazing Christmas Diamond Packages!

Don’t miss out on this!

Happy Holidays - see you in Big Bang Empire!. Patch notes 2019-05-21:
The following changes were deployed today (2019-05-21):
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
New Features
General
• The Hot & Heavenly Surprise Box now also contains a devilish item set with a unique animation.
• The collection "Just Heavenly?" has been expanded and now rewards you with an additional title.
• For 6 formerly female exclusive items male versions have been added (Corset “Little Angel”, Corset “Archangel”, Corset
“Angel”, Corset “Little Devil”, Corset “Lucifer”, Corset “Devil”).
• Filter options have been added to the Sewing Machine. You can now filter by name, rarity and source ( event, career, other).
• Collections got filter options as well. You can now filter by name (in items and collections), rarity of items and sources (event,
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career, other).
• If a category (rarity, source, reward) is completely disregarded, no collections or items are displayed.

Movies
• The time until next energy will not be reset when a movie mission is started.
• There will now always be a movie mission which can be completed with the energy you have left.
• The movie button in the main menu now flashes when a movie shoot is active and there's enough energy to start a movie
mission.

New items for future events and specials have been added:
• We've added 8 new items for female characters, which can be obtained during special events.
• We've added 8 new items for male characters, which can be obtained during special events.

Maintenance
General
• Several smaller issues have been fixed.

Best,
Your Big Bang Empire Team. Game Update!:
The following changes were deployed today (2019-01-08):
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
New Features
General
• You can now repeat the dates with girls in the dating feature.
• Repeated dates reward you with stat points, as well as a random epic item.

Studio Chat
• It is now possible to link to players and studios in the studio chat.
• To link to a player, simply use an @ in front of the player's name: @<Player Name>
• To link to a studio, put the studio's name in quotation marks: "<Name of the Studio>"
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New items for future events and specials have been added:
• We've added 5 new items for female characters, which can be obtained during special events.
• We've added 5 new items for male characters, which can be obtained during special events.

Maintenance
General
• It was possible that the navigation menu disappeared after clicking on a friend in the friend bar. This issue has been fixed.
• Several smaller issues have been fixed.
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Best,
Your Big Bang Empire Team. Game Update!:
The following changes were deployed today (2019-01-29):
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
New Features
General
• You can now filter the successes by titles.
• Complete daily Dickstarter tasks to get extra rewards!
• If a movie with a self created title is available on a ballot, this will now be displayed accordingly.
• A new item set with an animated special effect is now available in new Surprise Boxes in the Sex Shop!

Decorations
• You can now unlock 30 new Decorations for the top of your dresser.

New items for future events and specials have been added:
• We've added 24 new items for female characters, which can be obtained during special events.
• We've added 24 new items for male characters, which can be obtained during special events.

Maintenance
General
• Several smaller issues have been fixed.

Best,
Your Big Bang Empire Team. Pirate Day event in Big Bang Empire:
Aye mateys!

The Pirate Day event is back and there's no betterrr time to live out your fantasies and kickstarrrt your career as an
up-and-coming starrr in the errrotic industry! Find out if you got what it takes to claim the blue movie climax.
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For your kinkiest adventure evarrr we have put ten sexy new piratey items into the game - so set the sails and loot epic
treasurrres from the booty of Captain Mack Jarrow. Adjust your outfits, level up your skills and show other starrrs who's the
kinkiest captain around.

Also - in case you haven't already figurrred that out yourselves - join a studio with fellow playerrrs and assail other studios to
loot additional coins and gather more fame than any other starrr before you!

Cast off, crew! Log-in and get crackin'.. Scary & sexy: Halloween in Big Bang Empire!:
From 31st of October till the 5th of November Big Bang Empire not only offers up-and-coming stars the chance to take on
spooky Halloween quests, but also to participate in Violet Venom’s notorious Bloodlust Convention. This is the perfect chance
to show your tricks and rake in the treats!
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Meanwhile the owners of Hooper’s Strip Club are planning the biggest Halloween party Tellville has ever seen. And they need
all the professional help they can get to make it happen – Good thing the sex shop is stocked with 7 spooky items, so dress to
impress!

But with so much going on, let’s not forget about your movie career. An amazing Halloween film set will certainly make for an
epic blue movie that will grow your fan base – if you know what we mean.

And on top of all that there’s also a massive Sale going on in the Diamond Shop! For all you ambitious kinky stars out there
who need that tiny little extra to get satisfied…
. Game Update!:
The following changes were deployed today (2019-02-26):
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
New Features
General
• Dickstarter.cum now has 7 new tasks for you!

Decorations
• The Decoration categorie Couch - Surface was moved and renamed to Floor - Left (Back). With this change, decorations of
this categorie are now also properly visible in the background of male characters.
• As a result of this change, the other categories for decorations on the floor has been renamed in order to make their location
within the apartment more clear.
• Items from Deco Boxes can now automatically be storen in your storage tab if your inventory is full.
Rare and epic Deco Boxes now have a higher chance to contain decorations from categories with a higher amount of
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decorations while the chance of containing items is lower.

New items for future events and specials have been added:
• We've added 20 new items for female characters, which can be obtained during special events.
• We've added 20 new items for male characters, which can be obtained during special events.
• We've added 20 new decorations, which can be obtained during special events.

Maintenance
General
• It was possible that, after the sewing machine has been opened, items in the Sex Shop has been displayed as improvements
eventhough it was not the case. This issue has been fixed.
• It was possible that the black dialogue background was still visible after closing the dialogue. This issue has been fixed.
• Several smaller issues have been fixed.

Best,
Your Big Bang Empire Team
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